
Stafford Capital Partners is 

a leading private markets 

investment and advisory 

group with a global 

presence and USD 5.3 

billion under management 

and advice.
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Stafford is pleased to 

announce six new 

appointments made 

since the beginning of 

2019.
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Stafford works with a wide 

range of institutions to deliver 

returns through active 

investing across the private 

markets. We work diligently 

and creatively to find the best 

investment opportunities 

across a range of market 

sectors. We access these 

opportunities through a 

sustainable blend of primary, 

secondary and co-

investments. 

 

Stafford is owned entirely by 

its principals - principals who 

have spent their careers 

investing in the private 

markets on behalf of clients 

with relationships spanning 

decades. While underpinned 

by investment performance, 

Stafford supports clients with 

complete integrity, open 

communication and a 

philosophy of responsible 

investing.
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Stafford is pleased to 

announce SIT VIII, a fund 

which closed on USD 

612.5m in April 2018 is 

91% through its 

investment programme 

following the recent 

completion of 

investments in a globally 

diversified portfolio, 

further investments in 

New Zealand and Brazil 

as well as the US South 

totalling close to USD 

400m

Stafford Sustainable
Insights: (/news-
1/staffordsustainablei

In this edition, we 

discuss how Private 

Equity investments are 

being aligned with SDGs 

and how Stafford expect 

this will evolve and 

become integral to 

institutional investment 

decision making in the 

future. 

SERVICES

We invest in private markets 

on behalf of clients, providing 

investment and advisory 

services in agriculture & food, 

infrastructure, private equity, 

sustainability, timberland, and 

venture. 

TEAM

Offering investors a wealth of 

experience, a solid track 

record of returns and deep 

sector expertise, our team 

focuses on unique 

opportunities for investors. 

View Team  (/overview)

CAREERS

     View our current vacancies 

page (/careers) where you can 

find details on the latest career 

opportunities.

View Opportunities (/careers)
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Learn More (/agriculture)

RESPONSIBLE INVESTING

We believe that environmental, social and governance ("ESG") factors are intrinsic to the investment 

environment in which Stafford operates. We recognize our responsibility as an investor to contribute to 

a more sustainable financial system by taking a long-term, responsible approach to investing across 

private market funds and assets. We recognise our special role as stewards of money entrusted to us 

by our institutional clients, who in turn manage money on behalf of their investors. As active investors, 

we play an important role in ensuring our investments uphold commonly accepted standards of 

environmental protection, human rights, and good governance in a way that will enhance and 

underpin the financial returns that our investors expect of us and add long term value to the 

community of which we are a part.

For the full public Responsible Investment Policy follow this link: Stafford Capital Partners Responsible 

Investment Policy (/s/114-Stafford-Capital-Partners-Responsible-Investment-Policy_Final.pdf)
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